PLANNING AHEAD FOR A BETTER FUEL MIX: WHAT ARE OUR OPTIONS? 優化燃料組合 開展長遠規劃：我們有何選擇？

Tax Competitiveness
稅務競爭力

Is our simple and low tax regime still
attractive enough to woo businesses?
我們的簡單低稅制是否仍足以吸引
企業投資？

Directors’ Responsibilities
董事責任

To what extent can directors
delegate to and rely on others?

董事可在多大程度上授權和依靠他人？

YK Pang

Takes the Helm
彭耀佳掌舵
Free Ride Day: See the Day in Pictures「總商會全程為您」：精華重溫
Workplace Productivity Peaks on Tuesdays 上班族周二最具生產力

Y K Pang, Chairman of HKGCC
Send your views to chairman@chamber.org.hk
香港總商會主席 彭耀佳，電郵：chairman@chamber.org.hk

Chairman’s Desk 主席之言

The Work Ahead

I

t is an honour and privilege to be elected Chairman of the oldest
and most influential business organisation in Hong Kong. As I
take up this responsibility, I am also conscious of the very high
standards that my predecessors have set.
When C K Chow became Chairman two years ago, the world’s
economy was still struggling to recover from the financial crisis.
Hong Kong businesses were soldiering along, but now we finally seem
to be on the road to recovery. Domestically, however, we still face a
number of challenges which we need to address, not least populism,
labour and land shortages, as well as increasing regulations, all of
which impact businesses.
Our role as Hong Kong’s leading business organization is to help
our members do business and to serve as their voice. These two
responsibilities are in fact different sides of the same coin. That is
why we need to ensure the Chamber provides more value to our
members in both the services and products that we provide, as well as
in our lobbying efforts.
On activities, we organize a diverse range of events for members
on an almost daily basis. However, besides attending events, I hope
to encourage more members to participate in our committees, which
serve to expand members’ contacts and broaden their knowledge.
Most importantly, however, greater participation deepens our
committees’ pool of expertise and increases the effectiveness of our
lobbying efforts.
With growing populism, we need to make sure that our Voice of
Business articulates members’ views loud and clear, and that we step up
to be counted more frequently. That is the only way in which we may
be sure of putting across our point of view, defending our interests and
protecting ourselves from misguided anti-business sentiment.
I believe we can utilize the Chamber’s expertise to rally the
business sector, Government, legislators and the Hong Kong
community to work together on moving Hong Kong and the
economy forward. Our competitors in the region have been toiling to
move their economies forward, and are starting to reap the benefits.
As a result, their economies are booming and talented individuals
from around the world are eager to work in those cities.
The negative aspect of this is that Hong Kong loses the talent it
needs, which could result in us slipping further down international
competitiveness rankings. We all know that international
competitiveness surveys need to be taken with a pinch of salt, but
they do highlight where other economies are improving and where
we are slipping behind. Hong Kong has worked extremely hard to
get to where it is today, and we should do everything that we can to
maintain our hard-earned success. I look forward to working with
you in the year ahead to reinforce the Chamber and Hong Kong’s
position as the most dynamic place to do business.
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Shanghai-Hong Kong
Stock Connect

T

he establishment of the Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock Connect
(SHKSC) will further strengthen Hong Kong’s status as an
international financial centre and enhance its pioneering role in
the development of offshore renminbi (RMB) business.
Under the SHKSC model, that allows Hong Kong and Shanghai
investors to trade equities on each other’s bourses, Hong Kong will
serve as a platform for foreign investors to buy A-shares, and for
Mainland investors to buy local stocks with RMB. This will foster the
flow of RMB and the growing pool of RMB funds in Hong Kong.
During the NPC and CPPCC sessions earlier this year, I submitted
a proposal on relaxing the RMB20,000 daily currency-conversion limit
for the city’s permanent residents. In a recent briefing to the LegCo
Panel on Financial Affairs, Norman Chan, Chief Executive of the Hong
Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA), said it was the right time to relax
the exchange limit and the HKMA will urge the Mainland authorities
to do so before SHKSC goes live.
I believe that the gradual lifting of the RMB cap will allow the
banking and insurance sectors to provide more retail investment and
insurance products, a move that will diversify RMB products and
businesses in Hong Kong.
We should also use this opportunity to further develop Hong Kong’s
role as an asset management centre. By offering risk management and
creating wealth, Hong Kong can strengthen its status as an international
financial centre and create more employment opportunities in the
financial management sector.
The arrangement and transaction details for the SHKSC mechanism
are still in the drafting stage, and I hope the Government will clarify the
scheme’s technical and security issues as soon as possible.
The smooth implementation of economic policies depends on
political, social and market stability. Hong Kong is fortunate to enjoy
close cooperation with the Central Government in many fields.
However, our increasingly politicized society and the Government’s
tendency to follow populist policies in recent years do not bode well
for the development of Hong Kong as an international financial
centre. The Occupy Central movement, motivated by individuals
who place their own interests over those of society, also threatens our
competitiveness.
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開放金融服務

Shirley Yuen is CEO of the Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce.
Send your views to ceo@chamber.org.hk
香港總商會總裁 袁莎妮，電郵：ceo@chamber.org.hk

CEO Comments 總裁之見

DSD Adds to the Cost
of Doing Business

T

he rolling out of the Special Stamp Duty (SSD) in 2010, the
Buyer’s Stamp Duty (BSD) in 2012, and then the Double
Stamp Duty (DSD) in 2013, shows the Government means
business in confronting a property market that is fuelled by
historically low interest rates, excess liquidity and keen buying
interest from across the border.
According to the Government, these were extraordinary
measures needed to address exceptional circumstances in the
property market. They also aimed to safeguard Hong Kong
Permanent Residents’ interests by asserting their priority on
housing needs over non-Permanent Residents.
It is difficult to understand the rationale behind the
Government’s decision to extend the scope of its bubble-deflating
measures to include the non-residential market. If it is to bring
down the cost of doing business through the moderation of what
it perceives to be unreasonably high prices, the outcome would be
diametrically opposed to what is intended. DSD would actually
add to the cost of doing business in two ways: first, by pushing
those who wish to buy but are deterred by these taxes into the
rental market, thereby increasing rental demand and thus raising
the cost of operations; and second, over the longer term by raising
both rentals and purchase costs from landlords trying to recover
their acquisition outlays.
Although the sweeping application of DSD is to, ostensibly,
stem or even pre-empt the possibility of speculative capital being
redirected away from residential to non-residential premises, this
however has the undesirable knock-on effect of also penalizing
corporate owner-occupiers and long-term investors.
It is perhaps instructive to note that in Singapore where Stamp
Duty on the sale of industrial property was introduced in 2013
to curb short-term speculation, the Authorities there adopted a
regressive approach very similar to the design of
Hong Kong’s SSD – a 15% Seller’s Stamp Duty is levied if an
industrial property is sold within the first year; 10% if sold in the
second year; 5% in the third year and no stamp duty beyond that.
Although the business community, including SMEs, would
rather that the DSD were amended to exclude non-residential real
estate, the Singapore approach may offer a viable alternative of
achieving the Government’s objective of stamping out short-term
speculation while addressing the tenancy/acquisition needs of
genuine owner-occupiers and long-term investors.
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For a man who has spent the past 30
years working for one of Hong Kong’s
oldest companies, you would expect
the Chamber’s newly elected Chairman,
YK Pang, to be the epitome of a grey,
conservative business suit. Yet the
53-year-old Hongkonger exudes a
contagious enthusiasm and boyish
charm. He was named as one of
‘Ten Outstanding Young Persons in
Hong Kong in 1999’ in recognition of
the qualities that helped him quickly
rise through the ranks from running
Pizza Hut to Zung Fu and then
becoming the first Chinese Chief
Executive in Hongkong Land. The
Bulletin Editor Malcolm Ainsworth
spoke with the new Chamber Chairman
about his career, Hong Kong’s economy
and future prospects. Following are
excerpts from that interview.
對於一個在過去30年效力同一香港老牌企業的
忠臣，你或許會認為總商會新任主席彭耀佳是
個古板又守舊的人。然而，眼前這位53歲
的香港人，卻流露出一股感染人心的熱情
和孩子氣的魅力。他在1999年獲選為
香港十大傑出青年，以表揚他多年
來從掌管必勝客到仁孚行，
再躍升為置地首位華人總裁
的卓越表現。《工商月刊》
總編輯麥爾康與本會
新任主席彭耀佳進行
專訪，聽他分享
個人事業、本港
經濟和未來前景。
以下乃訪問的
節錄內容。
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Meet the

New Chairman
Bulletin: Congratulations on being elected Chairman

of HKGCC. Jardine Matheson is a founding member of
the Chamber. Did you ever think you would one day be
the head of HKGCC?
YK Pang: Not when I joined Jardine Matheson 30 years
ago! I feel very honoured and a little overwhelmed, as
it comes with a great deal of responsibility. But many
Jardines executives before me have served as Chamber
Chairman, most recently Anthony Nightingale, who
even today is still very active in the Chamber.
B: What priorities would you like to focus on?
YK: Firstly, to ensure that the Chamber brings more

value to members. It is important that we further
strengthen our role as the voice of the business community in Hong Kong, and keep finding ways to serve
members better. I would also like to increase members’
participation in the committees, as well as increase the
overall membership.
Secondly, I hope the Chamber will be able to rally
the business sector, the Government, politicians and the
Hong Kong community to find common ground on
ways to move the economy of Hong Kong forward and
make our home more competitive on the world stage.
B: There seems to be huge disenchantment in Hong

Kong among some sectors of the community with the
Government and business. How has that come about
and how can it be arrested?
YK: People are much more willing to speak up nowadays. During my school days, children were taught to
be silent, respect your elders and not challenge what

teachers said – basically, traditional Asian or Confucian
values. Today, young people are encouraged in school
to question everything and argue your case. So a more
open culture in education and in society as a whole has
made people far more willing to speak up and say if they
are dissatisfied, compared to the “old days” when you
would just grin and bear your dissatisfaction and get on
with things. While I believe that everyone has the right
to complain and make their views known, this could be
done in a more constructive way by presenting viable
suggestions, ideas or alternatives with courtesy and
respect to create win-win outcomes.
B: What’s your view on Occupy Central? Has Hongkong

Land made any contingency plans?
YK: In business, you always need contingency plans. Just
like we need to have contingencies in place for typhoons,
we also need one for Occupy Central.
B: Is it fair that the business community should be held

hostage until Occupy Central organizers’ demands are
met?
YK: Our view is that in Hong Kong everyone has the
right to express their opinions, and everyone is entitled
to want a different outcome – that is one of the freedoms we cherish. But that right has to be exercised with
due consideration of other people’s rights too. It would
not be fair simply to go about imposing your views at
the expense of someone else’s livelihood or stop people
going about their daily lives. It would not be right to
force others to bear the consequences or suffer for the
way you express your views on any subject. For Occupy
The Bulletin 工商月刊 J U N E 2014
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Central, it is fine for fellow citizens to express their
wishes on electoral changes, but it should be done without threatening to freeze up Central. Doing so would
freeze up the whole of Hong Kong Island, because it
would soon clog up traffic and economic activity on
the whole island and then the rest of Hong Kong. This
would negatively affect the lives of tens of thousands of
people and cause significant damage to the entire economy with negative consequences for everyone in Hong
Kong.

future generations can enjoy a better standard of living,
we need to consider importing labour, otherwise the
customers and the income they bring will eventually
leave us.
B: Singapore and Macao import a lot of workers, and

even Japan is now importing care workers. Why are
some people in Hong Kong so against foreign workers?
YK: The fact is that in the past, there has always been
imported labour in Hong Kong at various levels. While
some may fear that foreign labour will displace local
B: The labour shortage is making life difficult for many
workers, the reality is that Hongkongers would be more
Hong Kong companies, as well as their staff. What dif- competitive in the local job market than foreign workers
ficulties is it creating for your businesses, and how are who do not necessarily speak the language, nor underyou dealing with it?
stand the local market and culture as well. Hong Kong
YK: There are severe labour shortages in the construcpeople should not be so quick to sell themselves so
tion sector, elderly care centres, as well as the catering short. The Hong Kong workforce has for decades been
and hospitality industries, to name a few. We all see too among the most competitive in the world. Our problem
is that we are not producing enough new
workers while our economy is growing
rapidly, and our young people nowadays
choose what is for them the more desirable
jobs, which is leaving many essential posiRather than constantly arguing amongst ourselves, the
tions unfilled.
whole community – business, Government, legislators
If we look at Singapore, they have
imported large numbers of workers for
and the public – should all work together to regain
many years, yet Singapore, like Hong Kong,
has practically full employment and pracHong Kong’s competitiveness and create new
tically all Singaporeans who want to work
opportunities to bring in additional wealth which will
have jobs. No one has been left out because
of imported workers.

cascade through to the whole community.

B: Property is another major issue. The

few waiters running around trying to serve too many
customers in restaurants, for example. It is not because
the restaurant owner doesn’t want to hire more staff, but
there just aren’t enough workers to fill the jobs available.
Our company, along with everyone else, is being
affected. This is driving up the cost of labour in Hong
Kong and makes our economy less competitive. A
related problem is that we are not receiving nor giving the excellent service we are famous for, which will
over time negatively impact the perception and image
of Hong Kong as a highly efficient and friendly place to
visit, work and do business.
Under the OECD definition, our unemployment
rate of around 3% is considered more than full employment. The number of vacant positions is growing as our
economy grows, so we need more workers to fill those
new jobs. If we want to stay competitive and ensure our
10
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Government is working on increasing
office space with the development of the
new East Kowloon business district. Are you concerned
this will affect your businesses in Central?
YK: There are many sub-sectors in the property market.
The Government understands the supply bottleneck
and is supplying more land for both housing and business use. Hong Kong needs more commercial space –
and all major cities have a number of different business
clusters or centres. If you look at London, New York
and Tokyo, they all have different industry clusters and
a number of business districts. We should ultimately
supply more space for the many businesses who want to
set up or expand their businesses in Hong Kong so that
more high value jobs can be created and the economy
grows further.
B: Hong Kong has been slipping in some of the interna-

tional league tables for various reasons. Although some

Heraeus proudly announces its
40th anniversary in Hong Kong!
With its 163 years of experience in Precious Metals, Heraeus supports our local partners and friends for
already four decades with quality, reliability and best services. We proudly serve our Asian partners in
precious metals with refining and trading services, precious metal products and semi-finished items for
the jewelry industry.
High purity metals managed according to the latest standards are the key success.
Heraeus would like to thank all customers for their loyalty and support.
Heraeus Limited
Heraeus Technology Centre
30 On Chuen Street
On Lok Tsuen
Fanling, N.T., Hong Kong
Phone +852 2675-1200
hlh@heraeus.com
www.heraeus.com.hk

Heraeus Metals Hong Kong Limited
Room 2111-2113
21/F Peninsula Square
18 Sung On Street
Hunghom, Kowloon, Hong Kong
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of the surveys are comparing apples with oranges, they
do highlight that we are not doing as well as we should
be. How can we turn things around?
YK: We, the whole community, should focus and direct
our efforts more on ensuring Hong Kong’s economy
becomes more competitive so that we regain a higher
standing in the league tables. Economies compete
against one another, and many others in the region are
more than happy to eat our lunch. Rather than constantly arguing amongst ourselves, the whole community – business, Government, legislators and the public – should all work together to regain Hong Kong’s
competitiveness and create new opportunities to bring
in additional wealth which will cascade through to the
whole community.
B: A professor at the London School of Economics pub-

lished a paper recently saying that the world of work has
changed forever. He argued that people have become
disenchanted with the belief that if you work hard you
will build a better life. Do you think that is happening
in Hong Kong? Or are we still an entrepreneur’s dream?
YK: There are perceptions and there is reality. I believe
people’s lives are certainly better than they were. I would
argue if you look at what people have today, we are all
better off than when I was growing up in Hong Kong.
Kids hang out in Starbucks and regularly enjoy fine
coffee from Chai Wan to Yuen Long and constantly
respond to messages or watch videos on their smart
phones or tablets. You often see street cleaners watching Korean dramas on their smart phones during their
lunch break. The average Hong Kong worker goes on a
12
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holiday at least once a year. When I was a junior manager, the dreams of many junior colleagues were to make
a once-in-a-lifetime trip to Japan. Now, many hop on a
plane for a weekend in Tokyo without giving it a second
thought.
As for opportunities, there is much greater demand
for services and so many more jobs in banking, finance,
accounting, I.T., medical services, engineering, performing arts, personal services, food and hospitality, entertainment, aviation services, construction, than has ever
been the case at any time in the past in Hong Kong. We
are still a city where dreams can come true. Just look
at the two young Hong Kong brothers who with only a
few hundred dollars in the bank, created the “Tower of
Saviors” game, who are now worth more than HK$2.5
billion in just a few short years.
So I truly feel people in Hong Kong have a lot more
positives going for them than negatives. Of course the
environment could be better, and the housing shortage
remains an issue. But on the positive side, Hong Kong
today provides more subsidised public housing, more
university places, more hospitals for its population than
ever before, and more are on the way.
If you look at the lives of our parents and our own
lives today, I do believe that we are much better off than
the previous generation. Of course it is only natural that
everyone wants to strive and aspire for more, and that
is why all of us have to work together, to become more
competitive, to create better products and offer better
service to customers, whoever they may be, in order to
remain successful and create a better future for all of
Hong Kong.
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David O’Rear is the Chamber’s Chief Economist.
He can be reached at david@chamber.org.hk
香港總商會首席經濟師 歐大衛，電郵：david@chamber.org.hk

T

he trend is clear, it is uniform across almost all
economies and it is down. Trade among nations
passed its peak in 2011 and bottomed out in early
2012. Now, it is once again running out of steam.
According to analysis by the CPB Netherlands Bureau
for Economic Policy Analysis, global imports dropped
2.2% in the first two months of the year, as compared
to January-February 2013. European statistical authorities reported a 1% drop in imports from the rest of the
world by Euro Area economies, and a 3% drop by the
EU as a whole. The U.S. recorded no growth in imports
in January-March.
The stand-out exception was Japan, as noted in our
first chart. Imports calculated in U.S. dollars rose about
5% in the first quarter. That figure, however, says more
about the sharp drops seen last year; over two years, Q-1
imports were down more than 2%.
Reflecting global conditions, and raising additional
concerns for Hong Kong, Guangdong province reported
a 25% drop in two-way trade in the first three months of
the year. The March figure was closer to -40%. Elsewhere
in East Asia, as our second chart illustrates, exports are
struggling as well.
The region’s dependence on trade is high. Export of
goods and services as a share of GDP ranges from China’s 27% to the more than 200% here in Hong Kong and
down in Singapore. Taiwan, Korea and South-east Asia’s
four larger exporters fall in the 30-80% range. As would
be expected of a trade-dependent region during a trading recession, the few economies already reporting first
quarter GDP at this writing are not doing well.

The U.S. is the sole bright spot, with imports from
ASEAN (excluding Singapore) up 8% in the first quarter. Purchases from the NICs (Taiwan, Korea, Hong
Kong and Singapore) rose 5.7% and those from East
Asia as a whole – adding in Japan and China – were up
3.1%.
This part of the world now accounts for 35% of
America’s import bill, down from the mid-40s some
20-30 years ago. The mix, however, has changed. China
replaced Japan as the major player, and trimmed large
shares off of Korea and Taiwan’s direct exports to the
U.S. Those countries manufacturers now send a great
deal of merchandise from factories in China, which contributes to trade friction.
The last chart shows how manufacturing has moved
around the region since the mid-1980s. Japan’s share fell
from 23% of total U.S. purchases from abroad to 5-6%,
and those sourced in the NICs settled at the same range
after falling from as much as 15.5%. China, of course,
has picked up much of the slack, rising from barely legible to more than 20%.
Those who remember past U.S. pressure on Japan,
Korea and Taiwan to revalue their currencies will not
be surprised that China is now the target. If the
reduced share of imports were better understood,
economic sanity might begin to break out in the
corridors of Congress. Keep an eye out for
airborne swine.
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David O’Rear is the Chamber’s Chief Economist.
He can be reached at david@chamber.org.hk
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ong Kong’s economy expanded an inflationadjusted 2.5% year-on-year in the first quarter,
down from 2.9% in 2013’s fourth quarter and
the slowest pace in nearly two years. Private consumption (+2.1%), capital investment (+3%) and both sides
of the trade ledger all slowed.
The domestic economy fared slightly better, with
combined private and government consumption and
capital investment up 2.6%. Trade, 4.5 times the size of
domestic transactions, slowed to less than 1.1%.
Construction and building was driven by public sector projects, which grew 20.6% in the first three months
of the year, as compared to just 3% growth – the first
expansion in over a year – among private sector companies. Investment in machinery and equipment similarly
owed its mild strength to government spending: the private sector’s demand grew just 0.9%, while Zhou Q. Public took an additional 5.6%.
Private consumption was led by non-durable goods (up
6.4% and spending by tourists in our city (+7.9%). But,
the 2.1% overall rise was down from 3.2% in the second
half of last year and 3.6% in the fourth quarter of 2013.
Retail sales were up 4.2% in value terms in the first
quarter, and restaurant receipts 3.3%. But, while shops
are feeling a bit sluggish, food and beverage outlets

Graph 1 圖一
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experienced a mild boost over the 2% rise in OctoberDecember.
Prices continue to rise as well, and while the froth
may well be off the property market, rent renewals from
two or even five years ago will slice into retail profit
margins. The broad consumer prices index rose 4.3% in
the first four months of the year, as compared to January-April 2013, which is in line with our expectation of
as much as 5% inflation this year.
Add to that the extremely tight labour market, and
companies should expect nothing to face continued cost
constraints. At 3.1%, our unemployment rate is at its
lowest since March 1998, 16 years ago.
Be that as it may, the headline GDP figures will always
depend on demand from aborad, and this year trade
is failing us. Merchandise exports scraped out a scant,
0.5% rise over a year earlier and services just 3.1%. The
latter was chiefly travel related, which expanded 7.9%.
On the import side, where increases subtract from overall GDP growth, imported goods were up 1.2% but
demand for services fell 0.2%.
The year is not turning out as well as we originally
expected, as we mentioned last month. Among 20 economists making forecasts for Hong Kong’s annual growth
rate, the consensus is for about 3.7%.

Graph 2 圖二
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On the Horizon 談商論政

Planning Ahead for a Better Fuel Mix

A

reliable power supply is a pre-requisite for maintaining Hong Kong’s competitiveness and the
ability for businesses to function and the public
to go about our daily lives.
The Government has launched a consultation of
adjusting that mix. The changes are due to the retirement of existing ageing power generation units, making provisions to meet projected demand, and also to
improve air quality and environmental targets.
Currently, 53% of Hong Kong’s power is generated
from coal, 22% natural gas, 23% imported nuclear, and
2% others. Two fuel mix options being proposed involve
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slashing coal use significantly, and replacing it with
natural gas.
During a forum at the Chamber on April 28, around
100 members engaged in a lively discussion on what
they believe is the best fuel mix for Hong Kong. Christine Loh, HKSAR Under Secretary for the Environment, and Arnaldo Santos, Macao SAR Director of
Office for the Development of the Energy Sector, as
well as Paul Poon, Managing Director of CLP Power
Hong Kong, and C T Wan, Managing Director of The
Hongkong Electric, presented a variety of scenarios.
The Environment Bureau’s consultation, “Future
Fuel Mix for Electricity Generation,” strives for a balance of four competing objectives: energy safety, reliability, affordability and environmental performance.
The consultation also suggests importing more electricity from the Mainland power grid. Regardless of
which mix we choose, our electricity tariff will likely
increase due to the wider use of cleaner fuel, as the use
of cheaper coal is reduced.
Members at the forum generally agreed that we cannot compromise on safety, and there
was no room for lower reliability, as any black-out in
a “vertical city” would not
be tolerated. Members
agreed that a reliable
energy supply is essential not only to support
and drive economic
activities, but also to
ensure the safety of the
general public.
Although
electricity
imports and exports have
been practiced in many other
countries, including North America and the European
Union, and the Macao SAR imports about 90% of its
electricity from the Mainland power grid, large-scale
grid purchase is untested in Hong Kong, which raises the
issue of its technical feasibility. Heavy reliance on natural
gas, on the other hand, will increase the susceptibility of
tariffs to price volatility.

Should we choose to import electricity from the
Mainland, or use more natural gas? Are there any
other options? The Chamber is collecting views
from members on the best fuel mix for electricity generation in Hong Kong. Please email your
views to joey@chamber.org.hk, by June 18.
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Salina Yan, Deputy Secretary for Financial Services and the Treasury (Financial Services),
Financial Services and the Treasury Bureau
財經事務及庫務局副秘書長（財經事務）甄美薇

Open-Ended Fund
Companies
The Government has launched a three-month public consultation on introducing
a new open-ended fund company (OFC) structure. Salina Yan explains
how the new initiative could further develop Hong Kong’s asset management industry

W

ith the fast economic growth and wealth creation in Asia, increase in portfolio allocation
into the Asian market, and continued financial market liberalisation in the Mainland, Hong Kong
possesses unique strengths in further developing the
asset management industry.
To diversify our fund management platform and legal
infrastructure, the Government has launched a threemonth public consultation on introducing a new openended fund company (OFC) structure to expand Hong
Kong’s legal structure for investment fund vehicles.
The Proposal
The OFC structure is a proposal in response to the
market need for a more flexible choice of investment
fund vehicle because under the current law, an openended investment fund may be established only in the
form of a unit trust but not in corporate form due to
various restrictions on capital reduction under the
Companies Ordinance. The OFC proposal will allow

What is an OFC?
An OFC is an open-ended collective
investment scheme (CIS):
 in corporate form
 with limited liability
 with variable share capital, and
 can be set up as a public or private fund
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funds to be set up in an open-ended structure like a
company, but with the flexibility not enjoyed by conventional companies to create and cancel shares for
investors to trade the funds. This corporate fund structure is gaining popularity internationally.
The main purpose of an OFC is to serve as an investment fund and manage investments for the benefit of its
shareholders.
OFC structure
Given the nature of OFCs as pure legal vehicle for
investment, OFC shareholders do not have day-to-day
management rights or control over the underlying
assets, but they do have the right to participate in the
income/profits arising from the management of and
transactions in fund property via distributions.
An OFC will be governed by a board of directors,
who are subject to statutory and fiduciary duties. The
OFC board will be legally responsible for all the affairs
of the OFC and will provide an additional layer of oversight for shareholders. The day-to-day management and
investment functions of the OFC must at all times be
delegated to an investment manager licensed by or registered with the SFC, while individual directors on the
OFC board will not be required to be licensed under the
Securities and Futures Ordinance (SFO).
Investment scope
We propose that the investment scope of OFCs
should align with those types of investment activities which are subject to licensing and regulation by

On the Horizon 談商論政
the SFC under the SFO, namely, securities, futures and
over-the-counter derivatives (once the Securities and
Futures (Amendment) Bill 2013 commences operation)
as defined under the SFO. The scope of securities and
futures currently defined under the SFO is fairly broad.
Setting up an OFC
To set up an OFC, the applicant would have to apply
to the SFC for approval. Upon the Companies Registry’s
receipt of specified documents and SFC’s issuance of an
approval-in-principle for registration, the Companies
Registry would incorporate and register the OFC. In
addition to registration, OFCs which seek to offer their
shares to the public must seek SFC authorisation under
the SFO.
Legislative framework
Given that OFCs are set up to function as an investment fund vehicle, the new OFC vehicle will be established under the SFO and be regulated and supervised
by the SFC. The SFO and the OFC subsidiary legislation will set out the full scheme of the OFC and cover
matters relating to the creation and regulation of OFCs.
More detailed requirements relating to OFCs and their
operation will be set out in a separate OFC Code to be
issued under the SFO.

Key benefits of OFCs
The key benefits of OFCs that make this new fund structure
attractive to fund managers include:
 variable share capital to meet shareholder redemption
requests
 ability to distribute out of share capital subject to
solvency and disclosure requirements
 corporate form with legal personality
 shareholder liability will be limited to their shares in OFCs
 streamlined procedures for termination, and
 familiar structure to other fund jurisdictions, particularly
those not familiar with trust law.

Regulatory framework
The new OFC legislation and the OFC Code will set
out the key functions and duties of directors and other
key operators of OFCs, which must be complied with
so long as the OFC remains registered with the SFC.
The OFC investment managers will also need to comply
with existing regulatory requirements. The OFC will
be subject to post-registration monitoring and supervision under the new legislation and the OFC Code. Publicly offered OFCs will also be subject to ongoing postauthorisation requirements.
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Investor Protection
The key investor protection measures include:
 mandatory delegation of day-to-day management
and investment functions of OFCs to an
investment manager licensed or registered with
the SFC, subject to the oversight of the OFC board
 basic eligibility criteria applicable to the OFC
board, investment manager and custodian
 segregating assets of the OFC from that of the
investment manager and entrusted to a separate,
independent custodian for safekeeping
 alignment of investment scope with those types of
investment activities which are subject to licensing
and regulation by the SFC under the SFO, and
 publicly offered OFCs seeking SFC-authorisation
will also have to comply with the applicable
requirements.

Tax regime for OFCs
We propose that the existing tax exemption regime
for publicly offered CIS can be equally applied to publicly offered OFCs authorised under section 104 of the
SFO.
For privately offered OFCs, profits tax exemption
will be available under the existing regime for offshore
funds with its central management and control located
outside Hong Kong. As for privately offered OFCs with
their central management and control located onshore,
the Administration will consider carefully the exemption or the extent of exemption that should be applied
to such OFCs, having regard to possible read-across
implications.
The proposed OFC regime has been designed with
the intention to strike a balance between protecting
investors whilst encouraging market development and
product innovation. The public consultation period
will end on 19 June 2014.

Share Your Views
The consultation paper can be downloaded from
the Financial Services and the Treasury Bureau
(FSTB) website at www.fstb.gov.hk/fsb/ppr/consult/
doc/ofc_e.pdf. Members of the public and the
industry are welcome to express their comments on
or before June 19, 2014. For more details, visit
http://www.info.gov.hk/gia/general/201403/20/
P201403200303.htm
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哪間香港企業
最銳意追求卓越?
ENTERPRISING
HONG KONG AWARDS
香港中小企卓越營商大獎

2014

首屆香港中小企卓越營商大獎2014，由香港首屈
一指的英文報章《南華早報》與世界頂尖的物流
公司 DHL Express 聯合主辦。
透過向公眾招募提名，對香港最優秀的企業（包括
具規模的中小企）及企業家予以肯定，及表揚他
們的傲人成就。
請立即提名以香港為基地的候選人或機構
競逐以下9個獎項組別：
‧ 青年企業家獎
‧ 社會責任獎
‧ 傑出電子商貿獎
‧ 優越創新獎
‧ 優越出口獎
‧ 傑出區域拓展獎
‧ 優越品牌獎

支持機構︰

‧ 最佳客戶服務獎
‧ 傑出成就獎

提名截止日期：

2014年6月22日
詳情請登陸：

enterprisinghk.scmp.com
贊助商︰

主辦機構︰

Marcellus Wong, Senior Advisor,
Tax Services, PwC Hong Kong

Anita Tsang, Senior Manager,
National Tax Policy Services, PwC Hong Kong

王銳強，羅兵咸永道會計師事務所高級顧問

曾詠雅，羅兵咸永道會計師事務所高級經理

Hong Kong’s Tax Competitiveness
Our simple and low tax regime has long been a major advantage for companies doing
business in Hong Kong, but that is no longer enough to maintain our competitiveness,
write Marcellus Wong & Anita Tsang

A

32

n important aspect of the business environment is
tax. Tax competitiveness therefore plays a key role
in attracting foreign investment. Hong Kong has
long been regarded as an attractive location for foreign
investment due to, among other things, its simple tax
system and low tax rate. However, as various economies
in the region continue to improve their business and tax
environment in recent years, questions have been raised
as to whether Hong Kong can maintain its competitive
edge in the longer term. According to the latest report
released by the International Institute of Management
Development in Lausanne, Switzerland, Hong Kong has
further slipped in global competitiveness ranking, dropping from third to fourth and losing its spot to Singapore.
The Taxation Institute of Hong Kong (Institute)
recently carried out a study on the competitiveness of
the Hong Kong tax system and recommended a committee comprising of members from the profession and
the business sector be set up to carry out a comprehensive review of Hong Kong’s tax policy and system to
enhance competiveness.

include: allowing carry back of tax loss and introducing
group loss relief, putting in place specific and comprehensive transfer pricing legislation in Hong Kong, and
carrying out a comprehensive review of the current tax
assessment process, interest and penalty regime.

Modernising the tax law and tax system to
improve certainty, fairness and tax administration
The Institute believes there is a need to make the current tax law and tax system more compatible with the
modern business environment. Hong Kong’s tax legislation (i.e. the Inland Revenue Ordinance or IRO) has not
undergone a comprehensive review since 1976. Some of
the provisions therein are considered to be outdated, not
in line with international practice, or causing unfairness
to taxpayers. One of the Institute’s recommendations
is to amend section 39E of the IRO such that capital
expenditure incurred by Hong Kong manufacturers on
plant and machinery used outside Hong Kong under
an import processing arrangement can be eligible for
tax depreciation allowance, provided that the profits
derived from the sales of the finished goods are subject
to profits tax in Hong Kong. Other recommendations

Future direction for tax reform
The current tax base of Hong Kong, being too narrow, has long been a notable issue. The major sources of
Government revenue tend to fluctuate with changes in
economic conditions and such fluctuations tend to outstrip the fluctuation of the economy itself, causing volatility of Government revenue. With an ageing population
in Hong Kong, Government expenditure on healthcare
and welfare will surge and revenue from profits tax and
salaries tax may be affected as a result of a slow-down in
the economic growth and a shrinking working population. In order to cope with the pressure on public finance
brought about by an ageing population, the Taxation
Institute of Hong Kong believes that the HKSAR should
explore the possibilities of introducing new type(s) of
indirect tax to broaden its tax base and maintain the stability and flexibility of its public finance.
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Enhancing tax competitiveness
In order to support the development of specific
industries/activities that present opportunities for further economic growth for Hong Kong (e.g. the maritime industry, the financial services industry and intellectual property trading), the Institute recommended
that the HKSAR Government provide more tax incentives for such industries/activities. In addition, in order
to help ease the financial burden of small- and mediumsized enterprises and maintain their competitiveness, it
recommended that a reduced profits tax rate of 10% be
introduced for SMEs that meet all of the following three
conditions: (1) annual turnover below HK$20 million;
(2) net assessable profits below HK$2 million; and (3)
not part of a group.
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Low Chee Keong, B.Ec; LL.B (Monash); LL.M (HKU); FCIS FCS,
Associate Professor in Corporate Law, CUHK Business School
劉殖強 B.Ec; LL.B (Monash); LL.M (HKU); FCIS FCS
香港中大商學院公司法律副教授

To What Extent Can Directors
Delegate to And Rely on Others?

O

n April 15, the MTR Corporation Limited
(MTR) announced a two-year delay in its
Express Rail Link project, leading the Secretary
for Transport and Housing Professor Anthony Cheung
to express that he was “totally caught by surprise.” He
later admitted that he had wanted to inform lawmakers that the rail link might not be ready by the target
date of 2015 at a meeting on November 22, 2013, but
was persuaded not to do so by Jay Walder, Chief Executive Officer of the MTR, who assured the Secretary that
the existing schedule remained feasible. At the Legislative Council Panel on Transport Subcommittee Meeting
on May 5, Walder stated that despite the exploration of
“every possible alternative … the obstacles were just too
great.” Subsequently, during an interview with RTHK
Radio, Michael Tien, a legislator and previous Chairman
of the KCRC before its merger with the MTR, raised a
pertinent question namely: “Did (Mr Walder) ask the
necessary questions to check if the team could really
deliver the project on time before calling the Transport
Minister? If he didn’t, then it’s serious negligence.”
The foregoing raises an important issue in company
law: to what extent can directors delegate their responsibilities and the extent to which they may place reliance
upon third parties? The crux of the issue goes to the
standard of care expected of directors, which has, since
March 3, 2014, been codified in section 465(1) of the
Companies Ordinance (Cap 622) as requiring directors
to ‘exercise reasonable care, skill and diligence.’ Section
465(2) defines this to mean the care, skill and diligence
that would be exercised by a reasonably diligent person
with (a) the general knowledge, skill and experience
that may reasonably be expected of a person carrying
out the functions carried out by thedirector in relation
to the company; and (b) the general knowledge, skill
and experience that the director has.
The decision of the Federal Court of Australia in Australian Securities and Investments Commission v Healey [2011] FCA 717 provides some useful guidance. In a
nutshell, the case involved alleged breaches by directors
of their duty of care and diligence owed to Centro, the
company on which board they serve, as they approved
consolidated financial accounts that had incorrectly
classified A$1.5 billion in debt as ‘non-current liabilities’ as well as failing to disclose the provision of A$1.75
34
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billion in guarantees to an associated company after the
balance date.
Significantly, both transactions had been reviewed
without query by its Audit Committee as well as by
PricewaterhouseCoopers, its external auditor. In finding the directors liable Middleton J. opined that the
“importance of the financial statements is one of the
fundamental reasons why directors are required to
approve them and resolve that they give a true and fair
view.” His Honour emphasized that “case law indicates
that there is a core, irreducible requirement of directors
to be involved in the management of the company and
to take all reasonable steps to guide and monitor” and
that they have “a duty greater than that of simply representing a particular field of experience or expertise.”
Crucially, the learned judge noted that although “a
reasonable step would be to delegate various tasks to
others … this does not discharge the entire obligation
upon directors,” echoing an earlier judicial pronouncement by Lord Wolff in Re Westfield Parking Services
Ltd [1998] 2 BCLC 646 that while “a proper degree of
delegation and division of responsibility is of course
permissible, and often necessary, but total abrogation of
responsibility is not.”
These views were embraced wholeheartedly by Lord
Goldsmith in the Lords Grand Committee during the
parliamentary debate on the proposed codification of
the duty of directors to exercise independent judgment
– now section 173 of the English Companies Act 2006 –
when his Lordship opined that:

The duty does not prevent a director from
relying on the advice of work of others, but
the final judgment must be his responsibility.
He clearly cannot be expected to do everything himself. Indeed, in certain circumstances directors may be in breach of their
duty if they fail to take appropriate advice
– for example, legal advice. As with all advice,
slavish reliance is not acceptable, and the
obtaining of outside advice does not absolve
directors from exercising their judgment on
the basis of such advice.
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Thus, although they are allowed to delegate some of
their responsibilities, directors are not entitled to rely
blindly on advice without applying his or her mind
independently to the facts. Indeed this was a key observation by Middleton J. in Centro as his Honour took
great pains to emphasise that:

Nothing that I decide in this case should indicate that directors are required to have infinite
knowledge or ability. Directors are entitled
to delegate to others the preparation of books
and accounts and the carrying on of the dayto-day affairs of the company. What each
director is expected to do is to take a diligent
and intelligent interest in the information
available to him or her, to understand that
information, and apply an enquiring mind to
the responsibilities placed upon him or her.

Although the decision in Centro revolved principally around the issue of disclosure in financial
statements, its application extends much further
as the learned judge reviewed the extent to which
directors could reasonably rely on advice from third
parties.
With the operational complexities of companies
continuing to expand significantly – both technically and geographically – there will inevitably be an
increasing degree of reliance on internal and/or external expertise. In such circumstances the key consideration for directors must be whether they have – collectively as a board – directed their minds independently
to the robustness and accuracy of the periodic reports
and/or board papers which are provided to them by
the management of the company. Any failure to do so
may render them in breach of section 465(2)(b) of the
Companies Ordinance, which require that they apply
their ‘general knowledge, skill and experience’ to the
facts in hand.
The Bulletin 工商月刊 J U N E 2014
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Spicing Up the Property Market with

Stamp Duties
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The Government rolled out new stamp duty
initiatives – the “3-D measures” – starting in
November 2010 to cool the property market.
The added duties for non-Hong Kong
permanent residents are quite harsh. This
article provides a compendium of the 3-D
measures, namely Special Stamp Duty (SSD),
Buyer’s Stamp Duty (BSD) and Double
Stamp Duty (DSD), and the related issues of
concern.
為冷卻樓市，政府自2010年11月起先後推出新的印花稅措施
（「3D措施」），而針對非香港永久性居民所徵收的新增稅款亦
相當嚴苛。本文將概述3D措施，即額外印花稅（SSD）、買家印
花稅（BSD）和雙倍印花稅（DSD），以及相關的重要議題。

A

t the end of 2010, the Government introduced
Special Stamp Duty (SSD) on the sale of residential properties in addition to the existing ad valorem stamp duty (AVD). SSD is payable when the transaction involves a residential property bought on or after
November 20, 2010, and resold within 24 months from
the date of acquisition.
SSD has three levels of regressive rates for different
holding periods:
 15% if the residential property has been held for six
months or less;
 10% if the residential property has been held for more
than six months, but not more than 12 months; and
 5% if the residential property has been held for more
than 12 months, but not more than 24 months.
38
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No SSD is payable on residential property sold if it
has been held for longer than 24 months. The measure
aims to curb speculators engaging in buying and selling
activities within a short period of time for profit.
With the housing price index surging 20% during
the first nine months of 2012, up to 107% over the 2008
trough and 26% above the 1997 peak, and the affordability ratio (mortgage-to-income ratio) deteriorating
from 31.7% in the fourth quarter of 2008 to around
50% in the third quarter of 2012, the Government
announced another round of new measures to suppress
speculation on residential properties with effect from
October 27, 2012. These included:
 introducing Buyer’s Stamp Duty (BSD) on residential properties acquired by any person (including a
company wherever incorporated) except a Hong
Kong Permanent Resident (HKPR); and
 adjusting the rates and extending the holding period
in respect of SSD.
BSD is charged at a flat rate of 15% for all residential
properties on top of the existing AVD and SSD. Superseding the previous round of cooling measures, SSD
rates are adjusted with new levels of regressive rates for
different holding periods:
 20% if the residential property has been held for six
months or less;
 15% if the residential property has been held for
more than six months, but not more than 12 months;
and
 10% if the residential property has been held for
more than 12 months, but not more than 36 months.
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The measures aim to prevent further over exuberance
in the housing market, fuelled by low interest rates, easy
credit and a flood of Mainland Chinese buyers. According to the Government, they were extraordinary measures launched at an exceptional time to ensure a healthy
and stable development of the housing market, which
was crucial to the sustainable development of Hong
Kong as a whole and to prioritize the housing needs of
HKPRs over non-HKPRs.
With BSD targeting expatriates, there are views that
it would jeopardize the traditional international reputation of Hong Kong as an open and free market economy
that welcomes welcome business operations and investment from around the world.
The Stamp Duty (Amendment) Bill 2012, covering
both SSD and BSD, was passed on February 22, 2014.
Despite passage of the Bill, controversies remain, primarily relating to adjusting the rates of SSD and BSD.
The Government originally advocated a negative vetting
arrangement by proposing a subsidiary legislation for
any rate adjustment which would take effect immediately upon gazettal. Once gazetted, the legislation would
have legal effect and could only be amended by the Legislative Council (LegCo) within the vetting period. The
Government considered that a positive vetting approach
was undesirable in the sense that the requirement for
LegCo approval would create market uncertainty and

rumors as adjusting stamp duty rates at a particular time
was both market sensitive and time critical. In view of
some disagreement in LegCo, the Government eventually agreed to adopt negative vetting for cutting the rates
and positive vetting when revising the rates upwards.
SSD and BSD appeared to temporarily cool down
the housing market to some extent towards the end of
2012. However, then market started warming up again
in January 2013.
The new AVD rates, including marginal relief on transactions for residential and
non-residential properties were as follows:
Consideration or value of the
New AVD rates
property (whichever was higher)
Up to $2,000,000

1.50%

$2,000,001 to $2,176,470

$30,000+20% of the excess over $2,000,000

$2,176,471 to $3,000,000

3.00%

$3,000,001 to $3,290,330

$90,000+20% of the excess over $3,000,000

$3,290,331 to $4,000,000

4.50%

$4,000,001 to $4,428,580

$180,000+20% of the excess over $4,000,000

$4,428,581 to $6,000,000

6.00%

$6,000,001 to $6,720,000

$360,000+20% of the excess over $6,000,000

$6,720,001 to $20,000,000

7.50%

$20,000,001 to $21,739,130

$1,500,000+20% of the excess over $20,000,000

$21,739,131 and above

8.50%
Source: Inland Revenue Department
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Worried that speculation activities would spill over
into the non-residential property market, the Financial
Secretary announced in February 2013 he would adjust
AVD rates on both residential and non-residential properties acquired on or after February 23, 2013. He also
advanced the charging of AVD on non-residential property transactions from the conveyance on sale to the
agreement for sale to tally with the existing arrangement
for residential properties.
On February 23, 2013, the AVD rate for property
transactions valued at $2 million or below, was increased
from $100 to 1.5% of the consideration or value of the
transaction. The highest AVD rate was raised from
4.25% to 8.5%. This measure was known as Double
Stamp Duty (DSD).
The new AVD rates would be applicable to all transactions except for those residential property transactions where:
 the buyer/transferee is a HKPR who is not the beneficial owner of any other residential property in Hong
Kong on the date of acquisition; or
 the buyer/transferee is a HKPR and all the other buyers/transferees (be they HKPRs or not) are his/her
close relatives (i.e. parent, spouse, child, brother or
sister) and none of them is a beneficial owner of any

40
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other residential property in Hong Kong on the date
of acquisition.
Under the original Bill, HKPR residential property
owners would be exempted from paying DSD when
buying a second home if they could dispose of their old
properties within six months from the date of acquisition of the new property. On May 13, 2014, the Government proposed some modifications to the Bill. For
owners who bought a new residential property before
disposing of their original one, the 6-month timeframe
will be adjusted to start from the conveyance on sale
instead of the agreement for sale and purchase of the
newly acquired property.
Another modification is that HKPR homebuyers
would also be exempted from paying DSD for the car
parking space acquired together with their only residential property in a single instrument.
The business community has continually queried
why the Government’s measures to cool the overheated
housing market should now affect non-residential
properties. We have urged the Government to drop the
DSD for non-residential properties, and also include a
sunset clause in its announcement, but our suggestions
have fallen on deaf ears.
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Digital Decisions
Social media is now playing an important role not only in people’s daily lives, but
also in businesses’ marketing functions, writes staff reporter Hilda Pun

I

n 2004, even before today’s influential social networks had taken off, and the world was still recovering from the dot-com bubble, entrepreneur Edmund
Lee knew something was afoot that would reshape the
way the world communicates.
He co-founded K-Matrix Digital Intelligence Ltd.,
with three other partners, to help companies analyze
what has come to be known as “big data.”
Recalling his decision, Lee said the United States
already had similar companies that specialized in analyzing social blogs. “At that time online blogs and forums
started to gain popularity in Hong Kong. Then I learned
from the U.S. experience and thought it could reshape
social trend in the future,” he explained.
Riding on the incubation programme offered by
Hong Kong Science Park, which provides technical assistance and operational support to fledgling companies,
K-Matrix Digital Intelligence Ltd. was able to flourish.
Social media analysis
“Digital intelligence” (DI) is still something of a mystery to the general public. According to Lee, it is actually
a new term in Hong Kong, comprising elements of ICT,
marketing and research.
“DI is similar to the famous concept of business
intelligence (BI). The latter is to analyze internal business data, while the former is to transform external data
from social media – those beyond enterprises’ control
– into meaningful and useful information for business
analysis,” he explained.
Lee stressed that social media is no longer solely
about public opinions: “social networks are more
than meet the eye. In fact, they greatly reflect consumers’ thoughts and preferences, laying the foundations
for market development and future strategies.” In the
past, companies only saw digital media as a channel for
advertising and promotion. “As its spreading power is
much stronger than conventional media, social media is
actually the best means for companies to communicate

Company: K-Matrix Digital Intelligence Ltd
HKGCC Membership No. HKK0452
Website: http://www.kmatrixonline.com
Contact: 3526 0290
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with consumers and establish customer relationship
management,” he added.
Lee believes this form of marketing and communication will gradually become vital to corporate development and result in more digital key performance indicators (KPIs). “Social media analyses of large and medium
enterprises are already scientific and well established,”
he said.
Facing an ever-changing social environment, the
company initially found it difficult to meet all clients’
requirements with its limited manpower. They are currently developing more analysis models and standardized systems to optimize their services, and proactively
cooperating with other marketing research companies
to offer clients a “total solution” with both conventional
and new DI analyses.
Diversified development
Now in its tenth year, K-Matrix Digital Intelligence
Ltd. continues to steadily grow and is expanding into
the Mainland market. “The use of social media for
marketing and branding is predominant among local
enterprises, while we specialize in traditional market
research, such as collecting questionnaires via social
media in China,” said Lee.
He believes Hong Kong companies’ innovation and
international experience are a huge advantage when
doing business in the Mainland. “We can serve as a
bridge between foreign enterprises entering the Chinese
market, and the Mainland enterprises wishing to familiarize themselves with the foreign social networks,” he
explained.
Sensitiveness to statistics, willingness to learn and an
open-minded attitude are what Lee called the essential
qualities for joining their digital intelligence team. He
said, “All of us have to learn continuously and stay relevant to the social media development. As long as you
embrace new ideas, you do well in any sector, regardless
of your background.”
As a pioneer in DI analysis, K-Matrix Digital Intelligence Ltd. is looking to raise the bar for DI development in Hong Kong. “Such innovation is still at an early
stage in our city, compared to the U.S. and China,” Lee
said. “In the long-run, we hope to integrate DI analysis
into the existing portfolio of businesses, turning it into a
corporate necessity.”

Member Profile 會員專訪
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Workplace Productivity Peaks on

Tuesdays

Have a challenging project to tackle? Take it up on a Tuesday, a new survey suggests
最新研究顯示，假如你要處理複雜的項目，星期二是最佳時機

A

ccording to a recent survey, 39% of human resources
managers rank Tuesday as the most productive day
of the week. Thursday and Friday tied for the least
productive day, each receiving just 3% of the response.
The survey, which was developed by Accountemps
and conducted by an independent research firm, is based
on interviews with more than 300 HR managers at U.S.
companies with 20 or more employees.
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“Many workers spend Monday catching up from
the previous week and planning the one ahead,”
said Max Messmer, chairman of Accountemps.
“On Tuesday, employees may begin to have time to
focus on individual tasks and become more productive. The goal should be to maintain the positive
momentum established on Tuesday throughout the
week.”

MANPOWER 人力資源
In your opinion, on which day of the week are
employees generally most productive?
你認為僱員一般在星期幾生產力最高？

39%

Here are five tips to increase productivity and
make every day like Tuesday:
1. Ax the excess. Start by creating your to-do list for
the day. Then, cut it in half, focusing on your top
priorities. Too often workers overestimate what
they can accomplish and become frustrated by
their lack of progress. A shorter, more realistic
list that leaves room for unexpected projects and
setbacks will help you become more productive.

14%

© ADISTOCK | DREAMSTIME.COM

24%

3% 3%

2. Aim for quality, not quantity. In theory, multitasking seems like a good way to increase productivity. But it often leads to oversights and
errors. Repeatedly switching from one project to
another also slows you down. Do your best to
focus on one item at a time.
3. Know your prime time. Tackle critical or challenging assignments during the time of day
when you’re most productive. Handle less-pressing tasks, like online research, when your energy
level starts to wane.
4. Dodge derailers. When working on important
assignments, you can increase productivity by
turning off mobile devices and signing out of
email and social media. That allows you to give
full attention to the task at hand. Prevent interruptions by politely informing your colleagues
you don’t want to be disturbed.
5. Explore apps. Consider taking advantage of the
wide selection of software that is specifically
designed to increase productivity. Digital calendars, task management apps and other timesaving programs can help you keep track of projects, meet deadlines and be more productive.
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Food You Want to
Shout About
La Parole helps satisfy diners’ cravings for classical French
cuisine, which in turn helps treat children with speech
impediments, writes staff reporter Cathy Au Yeung

“L

a Parole,” which is French for “The Word,” opened in
2005 with two goals: to serve outstanding dishes, and
in doing so help children from low-income families
with speech impediments receive treatment.
Established by Confiserie Benji Limited, a successful social
enterprise, every dollar – after expenses – that customers spend
at the restaurant will be donated to Benji Centre. The centre was
founded in 2004 to provide specialized professional speech therapy to children and teenagers from low-income families. Over
350 children are currently receiving speech therapy at the centre,
which has helped over 1,800 children since its establishment.
The restaurant's talented team, lead by Executive Chef Eric
Taluy, focuses on producing outstanding classical French cuisine. Some of the dishes look almost like works of art, and taste
as good as they look. Unsurprisingly, the restaurant has won a
loyal following for the quality of its food and very reasonable
prices. The restaurant offers a three-course dinner for $418, or
four-courses for $468.
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Share Alike 分甘同味

China in Focus
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Chamber in Review 活動重溫

HKGCC Free Ride Day: This One’s On Us!
HKGCC CEO Shirley Yuen kicked off the countdown to HKGCC Free Ride
Day at a press briefing on May 7. In celebration of the 153rd anniversary of
HKGCC on May 29, she said the Chamber would again organize ‘Free Ride
Day,’ to allow members of the public to ride on trams and two Star Ferry
routes free of charge. New elements included in this year’s event aimed to
bring the whole community and members closer by conveying the
message: ‘Building a Prosperous Hong Kong with All Members of Society.’

Asia & Africa Committee 亞洲及非洲委員會
South Africa Expo Coming to Hong Kong
Seema Sardha, Deputy Director for Export Promotion, Trade and Investment,
Department of Trade and Industry (DIT) of the Republic of South Africa, and
Davy Chiu, Director of Economic Development, South African ConsulateGeneral in Hong Kong & Macao, called on the Chamber on May 16. The
Chamber’s Public Relations & Programs Assistant Director Malcolm Ainsworth
received the visitors, and discussed ideas for South Africa’s planned China
Expo, which will take place this autumn.
Sardha said the DIT would organize China Expo in October to celebrate the
15th anniversary of diplomatic relations between China and South Africa. The
China Expo, which includes a trade investment seminar, luncheon, businessto-business engagement and exhibitions, will be held in Hong Kong, Shenzhen,
Qingdao, Chengdu, Shanghai and Beijing. More details will be announced later.
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Committee Chairmen
委員會主席

Americas Committee

Americas Committee 美洲委員會

美洲委員會
Mr Michael Paulus
馬國寶先生

Asia/Africa Committee
亞洲/非洲委員會
Mr Marc Castagnet
馬克先生

China Committee
中國委員會
Mr Edmond Yue
余國賢先生

CSI – Executive Committee

Cocktail Reception with Consuls General
of The Americas
Consuls General and representatives from the Americas chatted with
members at a special cocktail reception held at Club Lusitano on
May 20, hosted by Americas Committee Chairman Michael Paulus.

香港服務業聯盟 — 執行委員會
Mr Leland Sun
孫立勳先生

Digital, Information and
Telecommunications Committee
數碼、資訊及電訊委員會
Ms Agnes Tan
陳國萍女士

Economic Policy Committee
經濟政策委員會
Dr Mark C Michelson
麥高誠博士

Environment and
Sustainability Committee
環境及可持續發展委員會
Mr Cary Chan
陳永康先生

Europe Committee
歐洲委員會
Mr Neville S Shroff
尼維利施樂富先生

Financial and Treasury
Services Committee
金融及財資服務委員會
Mr Weber Lo
盧韋柏先生

Industry & Technology Committee
工業及科技委員會
Mr K C Leung
梁廣泉先生
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Digital, Information &
Telecommunications
Committee
數碼、資訊及電訊委員會
Professor Anupam Chander, from the
School of Law, University of California,
Davis, spoke at the Chamber’s April 30
roundtable luncheon on issues relating
to data localization. He said data
localization affects all companies, not
just those in the technology sector,
and restricting data flow is not only
ineffective in protecting privacy, but
also tempts criminals to target a
particular jurisdiction.

Environment & Sustainability Committee
環境及可持續發展委員會
Emil Yu, Vice Chairman of the
Industry & Technology Committee,
and Steve Wong, Vice Chairman
of the Environment & Sustainability
Committee, participated in the Cleaner
Production Mission to Guangdong on
April 24-25. The delegation, led by
Christine Loh, HKSAR Under Secretary
for the Environment, exchanged
views with Guangdong officials on the
Mainland’s policies and initiatives for
promoting cleaner production in the
Pearl River Delta.
Forty members paid a visit to
a hydroponics farm owned
by the Hong Kong Organic
Waste Recycling Centre
on April 25 to learn about
the application of green
technologies in cultivating
organic vegetable.
40名會員於4月25日參觀由香港
有機資源再生中心經營的水耕農
場，了解環保技術如何應用於培
植有機蔬菜。

Chamber Staff Enjoy Wetland Park
The Chamber organized an outing to Hong Kong
Wetland Park on Saturday, April 26, for staff and
their families to learn more about the importance
of Hong Kong’s wetlands and to enjoy nature.
The day was rounded off nicely with a seafood
dinner in Lau Fau Shan.
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Committee Chairmen
委員會主席

Legal Committee

Europe Committee 歐洲委員會

法律委員會
Mr William Brown
鮑偉林先生

Greek Business Matching Mission
希臘商業配對代表團
The Chamber’s Europe Committee hosted a business matching meeting
for a delegation from Greece on May 19. Around 50 members had the
chance to meet with the Greek delegation, led by Yannis Patsiavos (right),
Senior Advisor, Hellenic Federation of Enterprises. Neville Shroff, Europe
Committee Chairman, and Christodoulos Margaritis, Consul General, of
Greece, welcomed the delegation.

Manpower Committee
人力委員會
Mr Matthias Li
李繩宗先生

Membership Committee
會員關係委員會
Mr Y K Pang
彭耀佳先生

Real Estate & Infrastructure
Committee
地產及基建委員會
Mr Peter Churchouse
卓百德先生

Retail and Tourism Committee

Industry & Technology
Committee
工業及科技委員會
Three experts spoke on cultivating
new ideas and turning them into
business opportunities at the Chamber’s
“Innovating New Business Opportunities”
seminar, held on April 30. The seminar
was part of the publicity programme
of the “2014 Hong Kong Awards for
Industries: Innovation and Creativity,” of
which the Chamber is the lead organizer.

零售及旅遊委員會
Mr P C Yu
余鵬春先生

Shipping & Transport
Committee
船務及運輸委員會
Mr John Harries
夏禮斯先生

Small & Medium Enterprises
Committee
中小型企業委員會
Dr Cliff Chan
陳作基博士

Taxation Committee
稅務委員會
Mr David Hunter
Thirty members visited the recently
inaugurated Jockey Club Innovation
Tower at The Hong Kong Polytechnic
University on May 8 to learn about the
academic development of the School of
Design and the facilitating role played by
the new building.

夏棣榮先生

Taiwan Interest Group
台灣小組
Mr Stanley Hui
許漢忠先生

Women Executives Club
卓妍社
Mrs Margaret Leung
梁甘秀玲女士
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Chamber in Review 活動重溫
Manpower Committee
人力委員會
The Manpower Committee organized
a visit to the Hong Kong Institute of
Education (HKIEd) on April 28, where
they were welcomed by Professor
Stephen Cheung, President of HKIEd.
Members had the opportunity to meet
with students and look around the
campus.

Retail & Tourism Committee
零售及旅遊委員會
Shipping & Transport
Committee
船務及運輸委員會

Michael Bright, Managing Director of
IMSM Asia Pacific Ltd, met Assistant
Director Charlotte Chow on April 29
to discuss ways to promote the IMSM
consultancy franchise in Hong Kong.

Forty members joined a Chamber visit
to the Kai Tak Cruise Terminal on May
15 to gain a first-hand experience of
the features and facilities at this new
cruise terminal.

The committee submitted a paper
addressing a number of issues and
recommendations to facilitate the
growth of maritime, terminal operation,
aviation and logistics services. The
Transport and Housing Bureau was
positive about the proposals and
replied to the Chamber on April 22 with
consolidated answers in response to
the Shipping & Transport Committee’s
submission on “Developing Hong
Kong’s Port, Maritime and Logistics
Capabilities.”

Eight members represented the
Chamber to participate in the 22nd
Dr Henry Fok Corporate Patron League
Tennis Tournament on April 25 at Victoria
Park. All players were thrilled to be
playing at such a highly competitive level,
and played brilliantly to get through to
the semi final in the tournament.
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Women Executives Club 卓妍社

WEC Breakfast Meeting with Stella Lau
Stella Lau, Headmistress of Diocesan Girls’ School and Chairperson of the
Women’s Commission, spoke at the Women Executives Club Breakfast
Meeting on April 25 about the commission’s work in promoting women
leadership and employment. She said women in Hong Kong are fortunate
enough to have the resources and support for them to participate in the
workforce or choose to be homemakers.

Taxation Committee
稅務委員會
The Financial and Treasury Services
Bureau organised an informal meeting
with four major local chambers on April 30
to provide a briefing and exchange views
on a framework proposal for corporate
rescue procedures and insolvent trading
provisions. Anthony Chiang, Taxation
Committee member, and Simon Ngan,
committee secretary, represented the
HKGCC at the meeting.

Marcellus Wong, Past President of the Taxation
Institute of Hong Kong, spoke at the Chamber’s
roundtable luncheon on Hong Kong’s Tax
Competitiveness on May 13. He discussed the
findings of a survey on the competitiveness of our
tax regime and the institute’s recommendations to
improve Hong Kong’s tax system.
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HKGCC
Free Ride
Day

Building a Prosperous Hong Kong with
All Members of Society

T

he Chamber celebrated its 153rd anniversary on
May 29, the date of our establishment in 1861. To
mark the occasion, we organized the fourth ‘Free
Ride Day,’ which allowed everyone in Hong Kong to ride
on trams and two Star Ferry routes free of charge for
the entire day. We wanted to celebrate our birthday with
everyone in Hong Kong, and work hand in hand with
the community to build a bright and prosperous future.
Kicking off Free Ride Day at a morning press conference, HKGCC Deputy Chairman YK Pang said the event
also aimed to highlight the diversified services and business opportunities that we provide to our members, as
well as serving as their voice on matters of policy.
The tinkling of bells officially launched HKGCC Free
Ride Day in the morning, witnessed by over 50 members and Chamber staff. Riding on one of the trams, the
Chamber’s leadership and members posed in the windows so it looked like they were “wearing” the t-shirts
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Growing with Hong Kong 與香港並肩成長
Annie Tsoi, Partner, Deacons
的近律師行 合夥人 蔡小婷

As Hong Kong’s oldest independent law firm, we have
been giving back to our community for as long as the trams
and ferries have been running. The trams and ferries have
been an essential part of the community for more than
100 years, enabling Hong Kong people to travel safely and
efficiently, and supporting Hong Kong's growth into one of
the world's leading cities.

Chamber in Review 活動重溫

Classic Transport 經典的交通工具
Cathy Tsim, Sales & Marketing Manager
Lan Kwai Fong Holdings Ltd
蘭桂坊控股有限公司 市場業務經理 詹佩珊

Being a member of the HKGCC, the Lan Kwai Fong Group is
delighted to be a sponsor of Free Ride Day. Transportation is
undoubtedly a key element of any dynamic city. The trams and
ferries are the signature modes of transportation in Hong Kong and
we certainly would not miss this chance to give back to the
community. We hope citizens and tourists all enjoyed Free Ride Day.
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bearing our members’ company names and logos
printed on the trams. The colourful design symbolizes that Hong Kong’s success stems from all trades and
industries, and that our members have worked hand in
hand to contribute towards building a stable and prosperous Hong Kong.
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In the afternoon, Chamber CEO Shirley Yuen,
accompanied by Chamber Vice Chairman Stephen Ng,
rode on the Star Ferry and distributed souvenirs to passengers. Ng said as the voice of business, HKGCC has
worked with the community to help build Hong Kong’s
economic prosperity. The Chamber hopes that more
businesses will join Hong Kong’s oldest business organization to create a better future.
A photo booth at Central Pier Link Building Plaza
was also set up for passengers to wish the Chamber a
happy birthday and take a photo with Victoria Harbour
as the background. Everyone who took a photo immediately received their specially printed photo free of
charge, and could download the soft copy of their photo
by liking HKGCC’s Facebook page.
Yuen said she expected over 300,000 passengers benefited from HKGCC Free Ride Day. Representatives
from supporting organizations said they were happy to
be a part of this very meaningful event. In addition to
contributing to society, they said all trades and industries can work together to boost Hong Kong’s development. The general public also gave an overwhelming
thumbs up for Free Ride Day.
In closing, Yuen reiterated her gratitude to the 53
participating and supporting members, as well as three
media partners – HKC Enterprises, Metro Broadcast
Corporation Limited and the Sing Tao Group – for their
strong support.

Chamber in Review 活動重溫
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Thanks from Russia
俄羅斯遊客感想

Yury and Elena, from Russia
俄羅斯遊客Yury及Elena

This is our second time to visit
Hong Kong and we have had a
wonderful experience. We
found it very traditional and
relaxing when we first rode on
the tram. We also love to take the
ferry, so that we can have a nice
view of the Hong Kong skyline. Thank you HKGCC for the
free rides and free photo. This is certainly a memorable
souvenir for us to bring back to Russia.
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H

KGCC’s Americas Committee hosted a special
cocktail reception in Honour of Consuls General and representatives from countries of the
Americas, on May 20 at Club Lusitano in Central. Michael Paulus,
Chairman of the committee, was the
official host for the evening, which
was attended by 110 guests who net-
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worked and chatted with Consuls
General from key countries in the
Americas.
The Chamber regularly organizes VIP Cocktail Receptions. Our
next event will be on June 18,
with Consuls General of European
countries, at Hong Kong Club. See
the Chamber’s website for further
details.
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Ricky Wong: Chasing
From free television to mobile television, Ricky Wong Wai-kay has
experienced his fair share of setbacks and frustrations. However,
with faith, persistence and resilience, he plans to transform his
television business into a new investment project

C

reative and determined to
succeed, Hong Kong Television Network’s Chairman Ricky Wong is the quintessential Hong Kong entrepreneur.
Despite twists and turns
along the road of entrepreneurship, his passion
has never let challenges
that he encounters stop
him from turning his
dreams into reality.
Sharing his story
with a full house
at the Chamber’s
“Entrepreneur
Series” roundtable luncheon on
May 26, Wong
spoke about his
new venture, online
retailing. His latest adventure
68
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involves a one-stop, all-weather electronic shopping centre, selling a variety of brands, products and services.
“The flow of people and goods is
critical to e-commerce. Although
many companies have set up their
own websites, people seldom visit
them as they are not well-known to
the average customer,” he explained.
“With HKTV’s several hundred
hours of quality television programmes made available for viewing online through the e-shopping
platform, I believe this will help
generate greater customer flow.”
Scheduled to be launched by the
end of the year, the e-commerce
platform will feature over 100 major
retail brands – from listed companies and international brands, to
local department stores and household names. He estimates they will

Chamber in Review 活動重溫

王維基：追逐夢想

My Dreams
provide more than 500,000 types
of goods. These will range from
clothing and accessories, to wine
and oysters, to jewellery and electrical appliances, and everything
in between. Wong described it as a
“powder to powder” (i.e. milk formula to cremains) business as it
caters to the needs of every aspect of
people’s life (and death).
The new business will be basically a B2B2C model, with HKTV
offering a comprehensive package
of services covering all business
aspects, such as a shopping channel
programme, digital marketing, big
data analysis as well as delivery.
With intense competition among
established players in the market, a
member of the audience asked how
HKTV will differentiate itself from
other competitors. Wong pointed

out that unlike other online shopping platforms, such as Taobao and
Tmall, credibility is a strength and
advantage enjoyed by Hong Kong
businesses over its Mainland competitors.
He explained his virtual shopping centre will only sell genuine,
quality products, with middle-class
families earning an annual household income above $400,000 as
their target customers, instead of
focusing on the low-end market.
Also, no slotting fee will be charged
for products posted for sale on their
platform. HKTV will only collect a
commission when business partners
turn a profit.
On the prospects of his television business, Wong admitted the
decision to launch an online shopping platform is an act of utter des-

peration, and it is simply an alternative way to make profit and sustain
HKTV’s operations. He said frankly,
“I have no interest in e-commerce.
I am doing this only because I have
no way out. Television production remains my unfulfilled dream.”
Once the outcome of the judicial
review is released, if it rules in favour
of HKTV, he will restart production
of television programmes.
He added the judicial review
against the Government’s refusal
to grant his network a free-to-air
TV licence will be heard in August.
For the transmission standards of
mobile TV, the court has accepted
his application for a judicial review
and the case is now pending listing for a hearing. “I sincerely hope
that both cases can have a good outcome,” he said.
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After serving as Chamber
Chairman for two years,
C K Chow said he feels
good about our prospects
for the coming years

A

t the Chamber’s Annual General Meeting, held on June 6,
Chairman C K Chow told
members that the Chamber is in
good financial health and the economy is also in relatively good health.
Hong Kong grew nearly 3% in
real terms during 2013, just about
double the pace of 2012 and supported by a broad array of sectors.
Trade expanded at twice the pace
of the previous year while consumption steadily nudged ahead.
Capital investment, which has been
constrained by insufficient skilled
labour, slowed during the year.
“There are two key constraints
on our economy, one from the
outside, and the other domestic,”
he said. “In Europe, although the
acute phase of the crisis has ended,
its struggle to cope with excessive

public and private sector debt and
high unemployment continues to
curtail demand. In Japan, Abenomics have provided some early signs
of improvement, however its sustainability will depend on the effectiveness of its structural reforms.
The United States, where growth
momentum has been established, is
planning for the day when extraordinary monetary measures will end
and interest rates will rise.”
Last month, OECD economies
were forecast to expand by 2.3% this
year and slightly faster in 2015. If
these predictions come to fruition,
it will be the best two-year period
since before the latest financial and
debt crisis washed over the world
economy.
To boost Hong Kong, Chow said
we must make our business and

financial centre the first choice for
companies working in the Asian
half of the world. “The steps we
must take, including lowering the
cost of doing business, raising productivity and ensuring that our regulatory environment is both appropriate and effective, are well known
to all of you,” he said.
On the domestic side, Hong Kong
continues to struggle with extremely
high numbers of job vacancies, some
77,000 last year, an increase of 12%
over 2012 and the highest level in
decades. While we continue to create
new jobs and enjoy full employment,
Chow said the tight labour market is
slowing our overall growth rate and
adding additional operating costs. It
is also fuelling inflation, which has
been running at 4 to 5% for some
years.
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A Very Productive Year

R

eviewing the past twelvemonth cycle of the Chamber’s work, CEO Shirley
Yuen said the number, quality and
participation rate of the Chamber’s
events and services all registered
growth in 2013.
“Organizing more events has
not diluted the attendance — quite
the opposite. Overall, the number
of members attending our activities increased by 26% last year over
2012’s figure. This growth is across
the board, extending from committee meetings and knowledge events
to networking functions — which is
a clear indication that members feel
the quality and usefulness of our
events has improved,” she said.
On advocacy, the Chamber submitted over 30 quality policy submissions last year, and held around

100 policy meetings. “I am pleased
to report that the Chamber’s hard
work has resulted in the Government
accepting a number of our recommendations,” Yuen told members.
The Chamber organized dozens
of briefings and interviews with
members of the media, and issued a
similar number of press statements
and Op-Eds to ensure advocacy
efforts were clearly represented in
the media. She added that the establishment of Chamber social media
pages on Facebook, LinkedIn and
Flickr are part of efforts to push out
news, information, ideas and activities to a new demographic profile.
“These extra initiatives are part
and parcel of our objective to market
the Chamber by enhancing our profile, grow our membership base and,
ultimately, increase the effectiveness

of our advocacy work,” she said.
Despite the advances if technologies, Yuen said Chamber’s
role in connecting businesses from
around the world, facilitating business opportunities, building useful
networks and serving as businesses’
voice are still vitally important to
companies’ success.
“This is why members still want to
meet with Government officials and
the 100-plus overseas visitors who
called on the Chamber last year. This
is why more members than ever are
participating in our cocktail receptions with Consuls General in Hong
Kong, and joining business matching meetings or overseas missions.
And this is why we put so much
effort into organizing such a diverse
range of activities to bring businesses
together,” she said.

Labour Pains

T

he Labour Advisory Board (LAB) deliberated on a number
of issues, some of them highly controversial in 2013.
These included offsetting severance payments and long
service payments from employers’ contribution made to
employees’ MPF accounts, adjustment of minimum and
maximum relevant income levels of MPF contributions;
and a review of the continuous contractual
requirement under the Employment Ordinance.
Another controversial subject is the
discussion on standard working hours,
said Emil Yu, Chairman of the Chamber
Labour Strategy Working Group, Chamber
Representative on the Labour Advisory Board,
and the Government Standard Working
Hours Committee (SWHC).
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“Hong Kong has been able to maintain its
position as a leading international
business hub thanks to its
entrepreneurial and flexible
workforce. Standardising
working hours across

sectors will exacerbate the acute labour shortage,
increase SMEs’ operating costs and constrain Hong
Kong’s economic development,” said Yu.
Stipulating standard working hours will push up wages
and make it more difficult for SMEs to survive. It will also
have a far-reaching impact on Hong Kong’s 3 million-plus
workforce.
Employers are also very concerned that any change
to the proven effective MPF offsetting arrangement
will increase business costs and hurt our economic
environment. It would not be advisable to abolish this
policy without a thorough and wide-ranging consultation
and evaluating all possible consequences and risks.
“To sum up, with the long list of legislation already in
place, together with those in the pipeline, the business
sector, especially SMEs, is very concerned about their
impact on the cost of doing business,” he said.
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Populism: Political Quicksand

T

he recent filibustering antics
by some legislators wasted
millions of dollars of taxpayers’ money and highlighted the dangerous rising tide of populism in
Hong Kong.
“To win votes and power, politicians tend to offer ‘political cheques’
to please the public,” said the Hon
Jeffrey Lam, the Chamber’s Legislative Council Representative.
“Widespread populism will only
create bigger problems ... and the
situation will only become uncontrollable. Eventually, the cost will be
borne by the entire community,” he
warned.
Instead of handing out money,
Lam said the Government should
make the economic pie bigger so
that everyone can benefit from economic growth. The consultation on
legislating standard working hours,
however, would seriously impact
companies’ growth.

Compared to the minimum wage,
Lam said the impact of standard
working hours would be extremely
far-reaching and profound. It would
affect the entire 3 million-plus workforce. He urged the Government to
conduct an extensive consultation
with all stakeholders and a comprehensive assessment to study the regulatory impact on all sectors of the
economy.
“The growing populism in the
city threatens to spawn a negative
sentiment towards business people,” he said. “Businesses are blamed
for causing wealth disparity, and
even of colluding with the Government. All business owners have to

work extremely hard for many years
before they can call themselves successful, yet their stories are rarely
reported in the media. This is why
all members of the business community must work together to
clearly present our views and concerns, or risk just being walked over
by populist politics.”

Fruitful Year

T

he shipping, transport and logistics sectors have been
the integral and essential element contributing to
Hong Kong’s track record of economic success, Shipping
& Transport Committee Vice Chairman Tony Miller told
members.
“However, we have encountered many challenges
in recent years, in terms of the changing
environment of global trade and
intensifying competition within the
region, as well as other operational
issues such as the shortage of land and
labour,” he said.
To enhance Hong Kong’s
port, maritime and logistics
capabilities, the committee
produced a substantive policy
paper last year advocating
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a centralized authority with the key responsibility of
coordinating Government agencies to address our needs
and issues. The proposal was taken on board by the Chief
Executive in his recent Policy Address.
In his Budget Address, the Financial Secretary also took
on board calls to rationalize the port backup land in order
to maximize container throughput capacity and efficiency
of existing port facilities, and alleviate the shortage of land
for the logistics sector by providing more land in the
outer New Territories.
The paper also supported the Third Runway,
and urged the Government to remove
administrative hurdles to enhance our
air cargo hub status.
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Y K Pang Elected Chairman of HKGCC
Y K Pang, Director of Jardine Matheson, and Chief Executive of Hongkong Land,
was elected Chairman of HKGCC at the inaugural meeting of the new General
Committee immediately after the HKGCC’s Annual General Meeting on the
evening of June 6.
Stephen Ng, Deputy Chairman & Managing Director of The Wharf (Holdings)
Ltd, was elected as Deputy Chairman. Victor Li, Managing Director & Deputy
Chairman of Cheung Kong (Holdings) Ltd, was re-elected as Vice Chairman, while
Aron Harilela, Chairman & CEO of Hari Harilela Ltd, and Betty Yuen, Vice Chairman
of CLP Power Hong Kong Limited, were newly elected as Vice Chairmen.
At the Annual General Meeting, members elected a total of six members to
fill the seats on the General Committee – the governing body of the Chamber
– who were required to step down this year. Five of them were re-elected,
including Stanley Hui, Ronald Lee, David Lie, Stephen Ng and Anthony Wu. Emil
Yu, General Manager of Keystone Electric Wire and Cable Company Limited, was
newly elected as a General Committee member. Following is an updated list of
General Committee.

Devising a Detailed Land Supply Roadmap

2

013 was a busy year for the Real Estate and Infrastructure
Committee, as a number of public consultations on
housing and infrastructure were launched by the Government.
The committee organized briefing and sharing sessions in
response to around a dozen Government consultations.
“We recommended that the Government
should devise a detailed land supply roadmap,
taking into consideration competing demands
and providing multi-pronged solutions. To
generate more land for development, the
Government should develop the existing
“brownfield” sites, and rezone and
relocate existing facilities before
embarking on scalable new land
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Chairman: Y K Pang
Deputy Chairman: Stephen Ng
Vice Chairmen: Aron Harilela, Victor Li, Betty Yuen
Legco Representative: Jeffrey K F Lam
General Committee Members:
Nicholas Brooke, C K Chow, Oscar Chow, Manohar Chugh, Fu Yu Ning, He
Guangbei, Stanley Hui, Raymond Kwok, Ronald Lee, David Lie, Christopher Pratt,
James Tien, Peter Wong, Anthony Wu, K K Yeung, Emil Yu, Pang-Chun Yu,
Andrew Yuen and Allan Zeman

reclamation,” said Peter Churchouse, Chairman, Real Estate and
Infrastructure Committee.
When developing new towns, the committee opined that
sufficient infrastructure, ancillary facilities and amenities should
be planned and considered holistically to support the planned
development.
In respect of the recent stamp duty measures to address the
overheated property market, we proposed to the Government
that it should conduct a review of the measures on a regular
basis and consider dropping the Double Stamp Duty on nonresidential properties. We are of the view that the measures
adopted by the Government to cool an overheating housing
market should not be applied to non-residential properties.
We also recommended that the Government should
enhance inter-departmental efficiency, especially as regards
the planning process, to expedite property and infrastructure
development for different land uses.
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More Greek Companies Eyeing Asia

T

he Chamber’s Europe Committee hosted a business
matching meeting for a
delegation from Greece on May
19. Around 50 members had the
chance to meet with the Greek delegation, led by Yannis Patsiavos,
Senior Advisor, Hellenic Federation
of Enterprises. The delegates were
interested in finding buyers and

suppliers for a wide range of goods
and services, and breaking into the
China market via Hong Kong.
Neville Shroff, Europe Committee
Chairman, and Christodoulos Margaritis, Consul General of Greece,
first discussed ideas for cooperating
to grow trade, investment and tourism between Greece and Hong Kong
at the Chamber last year.

“We hope your few hours at
HKGCC will be the seed that grows
into a strong, healthy business relationship with this part of the world,”
said Shroff.
Andrew Davis, from InvestHK, and
Irene Hau, from HKTDC, also introduced to delegates how they could take
advantage of their services to grow
their businesses in Hong Kong.

Neville Shroff, Europe
Committee Chairman,
welcomes the Greek
businesses.
歐洲委員會主席尼維利施樂富
歡迎一眾希臘企業。
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希臘企業日益放眼亞洲
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Nurturing Innovation & Creativity

I

nnovation and creativity were
listed in the 2008 Policy Address
as two new pillar industries that
can help drive Hong Kong’s economy. But can innovation and creativity be taught? It seems they can as
the Hong Kong Polytechnic
University’s Jockey Club
Innovation Tower opened
on March 18.
To find out more
about the new centre,
the Chamber organ-
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ized a visit to the university on May
8. Led by Prof Cliff Chan, Chairman of the SME Committee, the
30-member Chamber delegation
toured the 15-storey tower, which
world-renowned architect Zaha
Hadid designed with a seamlessly fluid structure to create a
pressure-free and user-friendly
environment for students to
nourish their creativity.
Members were particularly
impressed by the special labs
designated for Asian lifestyle
designs, and Asian ergonomics designs.
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T

he Manpower Committee visited the Hong Kong Institute
of Education (HKIEd) on
April 28 to learn more about how
teachers are trained in Hong Kong.
Professor Stephen Cheung, President of HKIEd, said school principals have repeatedly told him they
are looking for young teachers who
are team players with good interper-
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sonal skills, are innovative, and have
good problem-solving skills.
To meet these requirements,
HKIEd adjusted its training programme to encourage more active
learning and participation. Professor
Cheung said Hong Kong students
perform very well academically, but
in terms of soft skills, they needed a
breakthrough in order to compete

with students from other cities in the
region.
HKIEd, which is celebrating its 20th
anniversary this year, provides both
education and multi-disciplinary programmes at doctoral, master and bachelor levels. Members discussed collaboration opportunities between HKIEd
and the Chamber to enhance students’
exposure to the business world.
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Innovating New Business Opportunities

O

ver 100 businessmen
attended a Chamber seminar on April 30 to learn
from three experts on how to cultivate genuine ideas and turn them
into business opportunities.
“Hong Kong companies have
long taken pride in their ability to
attain high quality and professional
standards, but we have to hold on
to the vision for sustainable growth
into the future,” said K C Leung,
Chairman of the Chamber Industry & Technology Committee at the
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opening. “We need to break through
conventional business wisdom, and
continuously explore new product
and service ideas continuously to
stay ahead.”
Tom Callahan, Lead Managing
Consultant of ICF GHK, spoke on
new business opportunities in the
changing global market and how
companies can maximize Hong
Kong’s advantages. Prof Cees de
Bont, Dean of School of Design of
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, and Prof Gary Chan of The

Hong Kong University of Science
and Technology, spoke about their
experiences in using strategic design
and technology-led innovation to
inspire new business thinking.
The seminar was part of the
awareness programme for the “2014
Hong Kong Awards for Industries:
Innovation and Creativity,” organized by the Chamber. Thinex Shek,
Chamber Senior Manager of Business Policy, introduced the selection
criteria for the awards to help contestants identify their strengths.
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All Aboard!
Forty Chamber members visited the new Kai Tak Cruise Terminal

W

ith its unobstructed panoramic view of the spectacular Victoria Harbour, the Kai Tak Cruise Terminal
(KTCT) is an impressive home for
cruise liners visiting from around
the world.
The terminal was designed to
meet the demands of super cruise
liners, and has the capacity to simultaneously handle two of the world’s
largest cruise ships with each carrying over 5,000 guests and 2,000
crew members. Its open design
also allows it to be used for performances, events and exhibitions, and
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also has 5,600m2 reserved for retail
stores and restaurants, which are
expected to commence business in
phases from mid-2014.
Construction of the terminal started in May 2010, and the
first cruise liner berthed at KTCT
in June 2013. The second berth
is scheduled to come online this
year. As of mid April 2014, some
21 ship berthed at KTCT since it
came into operation in June 2013,
and its customs, immigration and
health quarantine facilities processed 47,000 arrivals and 46,000
departures.
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Happy Hour at Mariners Rest
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O

ver 70 members enjoyed a
relaxing evening at Chamber Happy Hour on April
28, at Mariners’ Rest, Hullet House.
Chamber Deputy Chairman Y K
Pang, General Committee members
Stanley Hui and Nicholas Brooke,
together with CEO Shirley Yuen,
welcomed members to the event.
Three lucky members also won a
bottle of wine each. Don’t miss the
Chamber’s next business networking event. Check out the Chamber’s
website for details.
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Hydroponics F
Produce
Gaining
Fans and

Flavour
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orty members visited Hong Kong Organic Waste
Recycling Centre on April 25 to learn about the
application of green technologies in cultivating
organic vegetables.
“The hydroponics farm in Sheung Shui is one of our
green initiatives to promote environmental education,”
said the centre’s CEO Henry Ngai. “We make use of circulating water to grow vegetables instead of soil, and
collect food waste for fertilization.”
The farm has cooperated with CLP Power to install
two photovoltaic systems, namely Concentrated PV
with a sun-tracking system and Flexible Thin Film PV
to generate electricity, reduce costs and lower carbon
emissions.
“The two solar systems generate 1000 kwh of power a
year, contributing about a quarter of the electricity used
on the farm,” said Simon Lam, Acting Deputy Director of CLP’s Marketing & Customer Services. “We also
introduced the farm to Cool Kitchen in Fanling, which
also stresses environmental conservation. The farm supplies fresh vegetables to the restaurant, and the restaurant’s food waste is used as fertilizer.”
Members later picked their own vegetables at the
farm, and had the chance to taste them at a lunch hosted
by CLP Power at Cool Kitchen.
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Discovering the Wines of Languedoc

C

hamber members learned
about some of France’s
lesser-known wines produced
in the Languedoc region.
Augustin Bardet, Chief Sommelier of Grand Wine Cellar,
explained the characteristics
of a variety of Languedoc
wines, and how to match various dishes with the wines.
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F

lora Pun, Director of Eidealink
Limited, gave 31 fifth form students from Tak Nga Secondary
School an interview workshop as
part of the Chamber’s BusinessSchools Partnership Programme.
From writing their resume to
interview skills, Pun provided a lot of
sound advice to the students, including how to prepare for university.
“The first thing is to know yourself,
your interests, your strengths and
weaknesses,” said advised. As a Chinese saying goes: “The better you
know your opponents, the better
chance you stand of defeating them.”

That applies to everything from a
university admission interview to a
job interview. “Understanding both
yourself and the university or company is crucial if you want to impress
the interviewer.
Pun recommended students
equip themselves with different
skills by joining extra-curricular
activities to enrich their portfolios.
“Your resume is the first impression
an interviewer will have of you, so it
is important that it is neat and clear
and highlights your skills and experience,” she said. Besides resume
writing skills, Pun also gave six tips

“The workshop was very useful, and I
now know what I need to be aware during
interviews, like eye contact and tone of
my voice. It was my first time to go
through a panel interview, and it was
more difficult than I imagined it would be.”
– Maggie Chan Tsz Ying

for students to keep in mind during
an interview: appropriate appearance, be sincere, don’t be shy, smile,
prepare and be punctual.
Students then got the chance to
put all the advice into practice by
having both individual and panel
mock university admission interviews. Pun said she was impressed
by the performance of the students.
“The advice I would offer you
after the mock interviews is to be
active and confident during interview. This will make you stand out
from the other candidates,” she
said.

“The interview we had today was very
different from the group discussions we
did in school. It was far more serious and
the questions were quite challenging.
After this experience, I won’t be as
nervous when I have a real interview.”
– Charlotte Chin Tsz Ying

By staff writer Kylie Lau
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本刊記者劉寶馨

Eidealink Limited

“The programme gave us some
insights into the corporate world, and
provided us with a valuable chance to
learn from professionals.”
– Keyne Ho Yung Yee

“Besides those tips and advice for
interviews, I was also impressed that we
could actually do individual and panel
interviews to put theory into practice.”
– Rainbow Wong Man Yee
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Chamber Events

13
16
17
18

Women Executives Club Breakfast
Meeting Series: Wong Siu Ling,
Mariana, Managing Director, Wing
Lai Yuen

Workshop
“Confidence in Making Speeches”
Workshop

Training
In-house training on Essential
People Skills for Newly Promoted
Managers

Roundtable Luncheon
Affordable Housing in Emerging
Markets

Training
Effective Selling Skills

Forum
Americas Committee visit to
Mexican CG’s Residence

Roundtable Luncheon
PRC Individual Income Tax
Reform Trends

Workshop
How Incoterms® 2010 Benefit
Importer/Exporter in
International Trade
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19

Seminar
Cross-border Transactions and Tax
Planning in the Selection of
Common Asian Hubs for Business

Roundtable Luncheon
How to Ensure Security When
Using Bring-Your-Own-Devices

Networking

20
23
24
25

Chinese Tea Appreciation Workshop

Seminar
Enhance Organization
Effectiveness with Worldwide
Management Best Practices

Roundtable Luncheon
Financial & Treasury Services
Committee Roundtable Luncheon:
A Future with E-cheques

Workshop
Employee Engagement

Seminar
Negotiating arbitration clauses –
What should I consider? Practical
tips every deal-maker must know
Interpretation of New Provision on
Labour Dispatch in China and Its
Risk Management

Networking

Roundtable Luncheon

Cocktail Reception in Honour of
the European Consuls General in
Hong Kong

Thailand’s Changing Economy
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12

Networking
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26
26
27
27
30

Committee Meetings
Training

17

20

Managing Conflicts Effectively with
a Positive Approach

Economic Policy
Committee

Retail & Tourism
Committee

Mission

18

Legal Committee

Visit to NTT Communications
Hong Kong Financial Data Centre

Financial & Treasury
Committee

24

Networking

Americas Committee

Guided Tour of the Mapping Asia
Exhibition

Real Estate &
Infrastructure
Committee

Taxation Committee

25
Asia & Africa Committee

26

Mission

Europe Committee

HKGCC Mission to Taipei
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Seminar

Mark your Diary
3/7
THF: Paul Chan,
Secretary for Development

Lunch & Learn: The Toyota Way in
Sales & Marketing

Roundtable Luncheon
The Taxation and Legal
Committees present a Roundtable
Luncheon on: Major Tax
Considerations on Intragroup
Amalgamation, Share Buy-back
and Capital Reduction Under the
New Companies Ordinance (NCO)

14/7
Meet the New Chairman
Cocktail Reception
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